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he principle of specific interaction of ions was formulated by
I Brönsted1) in 1921 two years before the publication of the 

theory of Debye and Hückel2) in 1923. These two theories were 
later combined into a single formulation by Guggenheim3). The 
mathematical aspect of this formulation has recently been 
analysed and criticized by Scatchard4). The present article 
is inspired by Scatchard’s analysis. Starting from different 
premises I reach conclusions the most important of which con
firm Scatchard’s. Il is more difficult to say whether we are in 
complete agreement because Scatciiard’s article is unfortunately 
so condensed that clarity has been sacrificed to brevity. In 
particular some of the symbols used by Scatchard are inade
quately defined and I have been unable to interpret them. I shall 
return later to a discussion of Scatchard’s analysis.

Consider a solution containing nw moles of the solvent water 
and nt moles of the ionic species i. The Gibbs function G can 
be expressed in the form

G = nw/jow + ^ini^ — RTXî[ni — niln— | + Gcorr + Gel + Gs (1)

where denotes the chemical potential of pure water and 
is at the given temperature a constant characteristic of the ionic 
species i at infinite dilution in water. The terms RT Xi are an 
approximate form for an ideal dilute solution and Gcorr denotes 
terms, unimportant at high dilution, to correct for the previous 
terms being only approximate. Gel denotes the contribution due 
to electrostatic interactions between the ions regarded as rigid 
charged spheres with a common diameter. The form of Gel is 
given by the theory of Debye and Hückel2), modified if neces-

1*  
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sary according to the treatment of GronwaliA The term Gs 
represents the remaining contribution due to short range inter
actions. This article is concerned with Gs, but not with Gcorr nor 
with GeZ.

The osmotic coefficient 99 is defined by

— !' w = 9? T ( 2 )
"w

where //w denotes the chemical potential of water in the solution 
and the chemical potential of pure water. The activity coef
ficient yt of the ionic species i is defined by

= HTInniyi (3)

where pt denotes the chemical potential of the ionic species 
It is scarcely necessary to mention that quantities such as /n 
and yt are physically significant only when combined to relate 
to salts or other combinations with zero net charge6). For the 
sake of tidiness we have used mole ratios nt/nw instead of the 
more usual molalities nq. If we were to replace iii/nw by nn in 
formula (3) the value of pf1 would be changed by a constant 
term, but the value of the activity coefficient yi would be un
affected.

From comparison of (1) with (2) and (3) it is evident that 
when Gcorr, Gel and Gs vanish, 99 and all y/s become unity. Il 
is further clear that 1—99 and In yi can be decomposed linearly 
in the same manner as G, namely

1 — 99 = 1 — (pel  ycorr_ (4)

In yt = Zn y-orr f- In y? + In y*.  (5)

In formula (4) it is implied that <pel is given by the theory of 
Debye and Hiickel and that (pel is comparable with unity, while 
(pcorr and 99s are much smaller quantities. This article is concerned 
only with the terms 99s and In y*.  Incidentally the superscript s 
corresponds to the superscript used by Scatchard.

The essential approximation underlying Guggenheim’s treat
ment is that Gs should have a form analogous to that for a regular
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mixture of non-electrolytes. For such a mixture of molecular 
species a, ß, ... we have the useful and simple approximation

ß l aß

U aß — Ißa)

where na denotes the number of moles of the species a and 
laj3 is a constant characteristic of the pair aß. For the solution of 
ionic species i, k, ... in water iu we write correspondingly

9
2 iHw Lww 

ilw 4~ "i
+ Hw Xi lit Iwi

Ilw 4" Xi Hi
1 27 j Xk Hi Hk lik
2 II w 4“ Xi II i

(7)

We now expand in powers of m/iiw and neglect terms of second 
and higher order, obtaining

Xi m Xk Ilk Iwk .
4~ ■‘-'i Hi Iwi — -------------- 4~ • • •

1 Xi Xk Ili ilk lik
2 ilw

(«)

Differentiating with respect to nw and denoting the mole ratio 
iii/iiw by i’i, we obtain for the corresponding term /nsw of /.iw

flw — — (Xi I’i)2 Iww Xi l'i Xk I'k Iwk — — Xi Xk Vi I'k lik (0 )

and consequently

- = £ lww _ 2\ yt Iwi + 1 2\ Ek yi yk lik 
Xi n 2 2

(ID)

where
i ii i y’ i

(H)• / 2, - LA Ad I ty   A. •

Xk I'k Xk Ilk

We can now rewrite (10) in the form

cps RT
Xi Pi

— Xi Xk yt yk L ik (12)
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where La is defined by

La :— ‘ik — iwi — Iwk 4- Iww- (13)

Alternatively we can write

--------— — Li yi yk Mik — Xt (Ji Lii
Xtn 2 2

where Mik is delined by

Mu = 0.
so that

(14)

(15)

(16)

It is important to distinguish sharply Mik occurring in (14) 
and satisfying the identity (16) from Lit occurring in the for
mally simpler (12) but not satisfying any identity analogous to 
(16). This distinction between Mik and Lik was overlooked by 
Guggenheim, nor is the distinction clearly defined by Scatchard.

Up to this point no distinction has been made between cations 
and anions. We now denote cations by R and anions by X. 
Formula (14) becomes

+ — Xr Xr' yn y r' Mrr' + - Xx Xx' yx yx' Mxx'

(17)

where X+~ denotes summation over pairs of ions of opposite 
sign, and y+, y_ are defined by

J/+ = L’+y/j . Xyx so that y+ + y-----U (IB)

We now introduce Brönsted’s principle of specific inter
action: “In a dilute salt solution of constant total concentration 
ions will be uniformly influenced by ions of their own sign.’’ 
This implies

Mrr' = Mrr — 0 and Mxx' = Mxx = 0 (19)
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so that (17) reduces to

<psRT
Ni

y r y x
Lxx\
2 y+ /

We can rewrite (20) formally as

(psRT
Nt ri

yiï yx Nrx

where Nrx is defined by

(20)

(21)

(22)

but Nrx is not independent of the composition of the solution.
If all the cations have the same charge and all the anions 

have the same charge, so that every electrolyte present consists 
of the same number v+ of cations and the same number v- of 
anions, then

v-
y+ = . y- = , (23)

v+ + v+~r V-

and Nrx becomes a constant characteristic of the electrolyte 
composed of the ions R and X. When electrolytes of more than 
one electrical type are present, Nrx varies with the relative 
proportions of electrolytes of the several types. Nrx is then not 
a constant. This is the important conclusion reached by Scat
chard, but expressed rather differently.

So much for the osmotic coefficient. We shall now derive 
analogous relations for the activity coefficients. By differentiation 
of (8) with respect to nt we obtain, using the definitions (11), 
(13) and (15),

, « N/c nk (Iww — Iwk — Iwi + lik) v-> ,
In Yi =--------------------------------------- = ^k yk Lik

Nk yk

(24)
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When wc introduce the notation /?, R' for cations and X, X' for 
anions formula (24) becomes

III ?r — Xx'yx'\MRX' I ~ Lx'X' + Lrr]

+ Xr' Ur' (-Lr' it' + Lrrj (25)

— Xx'yx' \Mrx' + - Lx'x'j T Xr'ijr' Lr'r' + - Lrr

where we have used the principle of specific interaction in the 
form

Mrr' — Mr'r' 0. (26)

We now consider an electrolyte composed of vr ions R and vx 
ions X and we define

qR
Vr

vr + vx
7 A'

vx
VR + Vx

(27)

From (26) and the analogous formula for yx we deduce for the 
mean activity coefficient of the electrolyte

In yR,x — Xx'ijx' I qR Mrx' + - Lx' x'
1 qR Lrr

y-

I y/î'I 7X dfft'x
(‘28)

If, but only if, all (he electrolytes present are of the same 
electrical type so that

y I = 7« y - = 7 A' (29)

formula (28) reduces to

/n y\i,x = qR Xx' yx' Xrx' + 7x Xr'y r' Nr'x (30)

where each Nrx is independent of the composition and is given 
by

,r , f Lxx . LrrNrx = Mrx +----+------- • (31)
2 7/j 2 7Z

This conclusion is also in agreement with Scatchard’s.
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If we want to obtain formulae of comparable simplicity in 
mixtures of electrolytes of several types, we have to supplement 
the principle of specific interaction

Mrr' — Mrr 0 Mu' = Vw — 0 (W

by the additional assumptions

I'RR = I'R'R' = Lxx = Lx'x' = L. (33)

Formula (20) then reduces to

In ySR,x — (IR Nx'yx'MRx' + yx Nr' y r'Mr'x + G. (34)

This may be rewritten in the form

ysn,x = <ir NX' yx'' Nrx' + yx Nr' y r' Nr' X (35)

where Nrx', Nr'x defined by

Nrx' — „ I'Mrx' +
(1r

(36)

Nr'x = Mr _y + —
yx

(37)

respectively depend on the electrical type of the electrolyte whose 
activity coefficient is being considered, but not on the electrical 
type of the other electrolytes present. It seems that Guggenheim’s 
previous treatment of mixtures of electrolytes of different electri
cal types involved the tacit assumption expressed by (33). 1 can 
see no convincing physical basis for this assumption except as 
an approximation on the grounds that Lrr and Lxx are likely 
to be much less specific than Mrx-

I now return to an examination of Scatciiard’s analysis. 
Scatchard begins his discussion with his formula (10)

Ni Ci bi 1 Nij Ci Cj bij
C 2 C2

(S 10)

where a denotes the equivalent concentration of species i and 
c the total equivalent concentration. I am not at all clear why 
this formula contains equivalent concentrations rather than ionic 
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concentrations; nor am I sure whether Scatchard attaches im
portance to the distinction. The situation is complicated by his 
quoting as the relation between equivalent concentrations a and 
molalities nu

vc = Xi Ci vi — Xi nu

Since neither v nor Vi is delined, I cannot say with certainty that 
this formula is wrong, but it does look strange. However, I shall 
assume that these matters are trivial and return to the discussion 
of formula (S10). Scatchard attaches special importance to the 
presence of the terms in bi and states that “Guggenheim avoids 
the thermodynamic error by the usually improbable assumption 
that every bi is zero’’. Now we can always define quantities 

l>y

'bj + K l’j

and then, since Xia = 2c rewrite (S10) as

o   1 ci Ci ^ij
4 1 22 c

The question whether the bi are zero or not is consequently 
meaningless until the by have been unambiguously defined and 
Scatchard has omitted to do this. Presumably Scatchard’s bij 
correspond closely to my Afy and not to my Ly. To sum up, 
Scatciiard’s premises are ambiguous but my premises lead to 
conclusions in considerable, if not complete, agreement with his.
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